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TRIP LANZ TEST S.*
By C. Wieselsberger.
These experiments were carried out for the ‘rAutomobilund
Aviatik A.G.” (Automobile and Aizcra$t CoW~,nY), of LeiPzig~
in order to determine the aerodyna~c c~==teristi.cs of ~ari- _
ous triplanes, which differed in the relative positions of the
-——
wings and, more e-specially,in the reletive incidence of the
wings (decalage), in the stagger, and in thq shape of the wing
sections.
The tests were restricted to such dispositions as appeared
constructively adapted to the plan form considered. Fouz dif-
ferent sets of wings were used in these testsj three of which
had the same cross-sectionbut differed in aspect ratio and in
—
area. The tips of all the wings were shaped as shown in Fig- 1. ._%
--
The mean span of the wings, which is always given in the pres- _ ._
ent article, is expressed as the quotient of the wing area
divided by the chord.
The dimensions of
Wing 1: mean span
chord = c





106 cm (41.73 in.),
= 18.4 cm (7.24 in.) (wing-section 359); -
)..+;S = _f15cm (45.28 in.), ..
‘15.2 cm (5=98 in.) (~in3-eection_359~j _=
—
* From Technische Berichte, Volume III, No. 7, pp. 302-309.
(22nd communication from the G8ttingen Aerodynamical Institite.).L
-2-
Wing 3: r~eanspan g = 99 C131 (38.98 in.),
cho~d = c =C12.8 cm (5.04 in.) (wing-sectjon 359); .-
Wing 4: nean span ~ = 1.G6cm (41.73 in.),
chord = c =C13.L cm (7.24 in.) (wing-section 368)=
The two wing sections, 359 and 368, are shown i-n,Fig.2* .__,
—
In addition to the tests on the five triplanes, e compsmative ..
test was alm made on a biplane having the same superficial
-.-=
Its wing dimensions were: ._area and chord as t!netriplanes. .
‘Jing5 -
Wing 6.-
(upper wing]: mean span ~ = 106 cm (41.73 in.),.
chord = c = 26.4 cm (10.39 in.) (wing-sectilon359); _
(lower wing): mean span ~ = 98 cm (38.58 ina),
,
chord = c = 22 cm (8.66 ii.) (wing-~ection 359).
The tests were made at an air velocity of about 30 EI.pqS.
(98,4 ft,/sec.) in the large wind.tunnel. The wings used for _
the triplane models were first tested as monoplanes, in order _.._._
that the mutual influence of the wir.gscould be determined, in
case of need, by comparison with the triplane experiments.
The results of the tests (Tables 1 to IV) are plotted as polar
diagrams in Figs. 3 to 6. The triplane models were tested in
—
five different arrangements: A, Bl, B2, C, and Ca, as shown in





corresponding~olar aiagrarm ?.ndcurves of ~o- “___
V to X) are shown in Figs. 7 to 12. The angle of : .=
refers to the chord of the upper wir.gand the
.
foremost point of the chord- In orcierto facili-
tate the consideration
air forces are plotted
-3-
of the stability relations, the r~sultant
in Figs. 13 to la. .-.
From an inspection of the results, arrangement B1 appears
to be the best as regards lift and drag. Arrangement B2, which
is produced by altering the decalage, is inferior to arrangement
B1 in efficiency, but, on the other hand, the line of action of
the air forces varies less with the change of the angle of at-
-.—
tack. There is a similar difference between arrangements Cl
an@ C2, ard also between B1 and A.
By adopting a so-called ‘(high-speedr’wing section with the
.—
C arrangements, the most favorable aerodynamic range has been
shifted toward small angles of attack. These arrangements are,
.




find suitable application in an airplane which must,
all, have good climbing abiI.ity-
—.
biplane with the same wing area and span as the triPlaR.e._
—
is, within the practicti range, not so good aerodynamically as
arrangement Bl, since it has a greater induced drag, on ac-
count of the unfavorable aspect ratio of the wings.
-4-
Table ~- Wing 1.
Dynamic pressure c = 56.9 kg/m2 (11-65 lb/sq-ft.)




































































































Table II - Wing 2.
Dynamic pressure q = 56.7 kg/m2 (11-61 lb/sq.ft.)






















































































































~ble 111 - Wing 3.
..——
Dynamic pressuze q = 56 9 kg/tnp(lloG5 lb/sq.ft.)

































































































Table IV - Wing +.
Dynamic pressure q = 56.9 kg/m2 (11.65 lb/s~.ft.)














































































































































































































































T?.b3.eVI – Triplane B
Dynamic pressure q = 57.1 lSZ/m2(11.7 lb/sq.ftm)



















































































































































































Dynamic pressure g = 57.6 kg/m2 (11*8 lb~;qjft=)









































































































































































































































































































































































































~ = 57”0 kg/m2 (11-67 lb/sq8ftm) .._-.-
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Fig. 8 Triplane B1










Fig. 10 Triplane Cl
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d=l#+ mm(7.24 in. ) e=152~m(5.98 in. )
?
i=lj .5 mm(5.33 in.)
r= 6 mm(2.52 in. ) jn128 ‘I 5,04 uIs= 31 “ 1,22 “ 1
Upper wing: Span 106 cm(41.73 in.) Chord lg.4 bm(T.2L in.)
Middle fi n 11~ ‘~(45,28 H ) n 15.2 w (5.98 II }
Lower ff n 99 “ (3~.9~ “ ) 12.8 ‘f (5.04 u )













d=l@+ mm(i’.24 in.) P=84 mm(3.31 in.) e=152 mm(b”gg in”]
g=140 ‘1 (5.51 ‘1 )) j=12g ~ (5.W If
Upper tiing:Span 115”:cm(y~.2gin.) Chord lp,2 cm(b.g~ in.)
Middle n !1 1~ It (41.73 t~ ) l!
Lower n II
M.4 I’(7.24 ‘- )
99 “ (3~*98 “ ) lt 12.8 ‘1 (5.04 m )
Total area 496o cm2(76S.8 sq.in.)
Fig. 14 Triplane Bl
Fig. 15
d=l#! mm(T.2v in.) q=~l mm(3.19 in.) ‘ e=152 mm(5.9S in.)
g=140 ‘1(5.51 ‘f ) h=13T ‘r(5.39 11 )
j=12$ “ (5.04 1’ ) k= g~ ‘1(3.50 ‘t )
Upper wing: Span 115 cm(kb,28 in,) Chord 15.2 Cm 5*9S in-)
Middle ‘1 n 106 11 (41.73 ‘r ) ‘f [1S.4 “ 7.24 “ )
Lower ‘f If 99 “ (3~r9g “ ) n 12.g 11 (5.04 11 )





















d=184 Mm(7.24 ~.] nz86 mm(3,39 in.) e=152 mm(5.98 in. )
f=141 “ (5.5
?-
h=ljT m (50 9 “ )
je128 n (~.O “ ) im=g8~(3.6w )
Upper wing: Span 11
2[
cm 45.28 in.) Chord ls.2 cm(5.9g in.)
Middle n n 10 ‘f 41.7’3II ) 1?
Lower ‘f n
18.4 1!(T-24 u
99 “ (3~*9~ “ ) ‘t 12.~ n (5.04 “ 1
Total area 4970 cm2(TT0.3 sq.in.)
—























d=184 mm7.24 in.) n=g6 mm(j.j~ in.)
g=140 n 5.51 it ) e=152 mm(5.9g in.)j=128 “ (5.04 fi )
Upper wing: Span 115 cm(@.2g in.
{
Chord 15.2 cm(5.9& in.)
Middle H n
[
106 it 43..73“ 11
Lower n n 99 R 3s.98 1’ ) ff
1S.4 1’(7.24 11 )
12.8 1!(5.04 11 )








































106 cm(kl.73 in.) Chord 26,4 cm(10.39 in. )
98 “ {y3.5~ “ ) n 22*O lr( ~.66 n )
area 4960 cm2(768.8 sq.in.)
Biplane D
